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second to that of the intellectual or rational side,. The
development of the body he wishes to stare even before
birth by having the legislator "consider at what age his
children should marry and who arc lit to marry,1* Also
he deems it necessary to sanction the Spartan usage of
"exposing" (seep. 30) all deformed and weakly children.
However, his advice concerning the food, clothing, and
exercise of children is humane and in keeping with the best
modern hygiene.
Aristotle's studies for periods of formal education. —
The course of study for the impulsive period of education
is largely the same as that in use at Athens — gymnastics,
music, and literary subjects, although Aristotlo recom-
mends some reforms. Gymnastics is intended for wolf-con-
trol and beauty of form, and the making of neither athlctoB
nor warriors should be the object, since the training of the
former exhausts the constitution, and that of the latter is
brutalizing. The literary subjects, which with Aristotle
include drawing, as well as reading and writing, are not to
be taught merely for utilitarian reasons. Music, is like-
wise to be used not so much for relaxation or intellectual
enjoyment as for higher development. Since melodies
that afford pleasure are connected with noble ideas, and
those which give pain are joined to debased ideas, the
study of music " cultivates the habit of forming right
judgments, and of taking delight in good dispositions and
noble actions/7
Such was to be the training for the body and for the
irrational period, but how Aristotle would have advised
that the education of the rational soul be carried on can
only be surmised, since the treatise breaks off suddenly at
this point. If it had been completed, it would probably
have included a higher training in mathematical subjects

